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OAM is pleased to announce a first for
the Fall Education and Annual Meeting
- combining education with optical
history at the Southbridge Hotel and
Conference Center. The hotel is a
beautiful renovated space of the former American Optical Company, a giant
of a company that existed between 1833 and the 1990's. The hotel's public
spaces are optically named - the Prism Auditorium, the Crystal Ballroom,
Vision Restaurant, and the Shades Lounge, so opticians will feel right at
home here. For those who wish to stay overnight and enjoy the facility, the
guest rooms are nicely appointed and reasonably priced. The Shades
Lounge Grill will be open on Saturday evening for those wishing to stay at
the hotel and socialize. For those interested in a round of golf on Saturday,
the Cohasse Country Club course is just down the street from the hotel and
will be available for non-members that day.
Dick Whitney, global standards manager at Carl Zeiss Vision, and Donna
Silverberg are the curator and assistant curator of the Optical Heritage Museum, a large collection of optical artifacts acquired from the original
American Optical Museum that opened back in 1983. They are preparing
an optical history exhibit to display in the lobby of the hotel during the
weekend of November 7lh for everyone to explore and enjoy. Dick will be
speaking at our meeting about the latest changes in ANSI standards made
by the committee he chairs, and he will be available for questions about the
collection. The new AO Sculpture will be ready for viewing across from the
original entrance of the company.
How much you know about American Optical depends in part on how long
you've been in the optical field. Seasoned opticians will remember the AO
lab branches, the Tillyer Lens, the Executive Bifocal, the Fulvue and the
Stadium frames. For them, the more recent items in this exhibit will be very
familiar. For younger opticians, we hope to inspire them to learn about this
innovative company that was right here in a small town in Massachusetts.
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You are encouraged to register online. See the enclosed registration form
with the impressive lineup of ABO and NCLE speakers. (Registration
Deadline: Oct 30th!)
The Annual Meeting
will be held in the
Prism Auditorium
for a vote on by-laws
and to elect new
officers of the OAM.
We hope you will
join us for this meeting of historic proportions!
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Greetings from the President
Dear OAM Member,
This letter will be my last as the President of OAM. I am thrilled to have
served in this position along with such dedicated Board members who care so
much about the OAM, it's membership and our profession. I have also had the
pleasure of meeting opticians from around the country who share our vision
and commitment to all opticians to provide continuing education and resources
to be the best we can be in our profession.
These past two years have seen some exciting times for the OAM, particularly with the State audit of all
licensed opticians. We have seen an increase in membership, and we anticipate that to continue as we
increase our marketing efforts. The Board constantly strives to get the word out that we are here to serve
our membership, by providing educational opportunities and protecting our licensing in Massachusetts
via our legislative watch dog efforts. Some of the Board's accomplishments during the last two years
have been the rewriting of it's Mission Statement, the updating of it By-Laws, the upgrading of it's
Website (which is a continuous process) and creating the capability of paying for seminars on-line, to
name a few. Our members are very fortunate to have such a dedicated Board who protects their interests
and licensure in Massachusetts.
The OAM continues to provide scholarships for students in the Opticianry Program at the Benjamin
Franklin Institute of Technology in Boston through the dedicated efforts of Denise Cook and her team.
Each year Denise spearheads our Annual Golf Tournament which raises thousands of dollars for student
scholarships. Thank you Denise!
Thank you to Gary Lawton who spearheads his team to provide us superb educational seminars twice
each year. This year brings two exciting changes. For the first time ever, members were able to attend an
additional (third) educational seminar at the Sheraton Needham in Needham, MA on September 19th.
This seminar was simulcast from the ABO-NCLE Educational Conference in Cincinnati, Ohio, and was
an exciting new venue which provided our membership an opportunity to sit in on classes that were taking place half way across the country! Also, and another first for our OAM, our Fall Annual Meeting on
November 7th will take place at the Southbridge Hotel & Conference Center (the former American Optical complex) in Southbridge, MA. The Optical Heritage Museum in Southbridge will be putting together
an exhibit for our meeting. We hope to see many of you there! More information will be forthcoming.
In November, I will leave the OAM in the very capable hands of incoming President Kristin Morrissey,
our (best ever) Executive Director Blair Wong, and a highly committed Board of Directors. I am thankful for the opportunity to have served as your President.
Sincerely,

Thomas Merrill
President
Opticians Association of Massachusetts

Help Us Communicate! www.opticiansma.org
Members of the Board are working to update our webpage and communicate by email all our upcoming
events and any information we think you should have. If you haven't already, please visit our webpage
and enter your email today. We will not share your email address with anyone.
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2010 QAM Fall Meeting in Historic Southbridge
OAM is teaming with the Optical Heritage Museum
to bring you a very special day!
SUNDAY, NOV. 7, 2010
OAM's Fall Conference & Annual Meeting
Southbridge Conference Center and Hotel
At the former American Optical Company
"The Eye of the Commonwealth"
Don't miss this great line up of speakers!
Register Today—Online at www.opticansma.org
Or mail in enclosed registration form
Deadline is Oct 30th!

Greg Rodriguez
Essilor USA

John Deering
FCLSA

Robert Russo
CUNY

Todd Hassellus
Shamir Inc.

Dick Whitney
Carl Zeiss Vision

Michael Gzik
President CLSA

Herb Fletcher
Younger Optics

WANTED: American Optical artifacts
Do you have old stock American Optical Frames, Lenses, Catalogues, Equipment
collecting dust? The Optical Heritage Museum is interested in collecting and
preserving AO History and would like to hear from you!
Contact Dick Whitney at dickwhitney.net

BFIT Update
There are over thirty schools and colleges of Opticianry throughout
the United States and Canada, but the Benjamin Franklin Institute of
Technology in Boston is the only program that can claim having their
state association of opticians as a dedicated and committed partner.
The loyalty of the OAM and their generous support of the Opticianry
program at BFIT is greatly appreciated.
Since May 2008 when the Opticianry program graduated itsfirstclass,
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addition, the program continues a pattern of steady increases in enrollment and has an entering freshman class of fifteen matriculating students and three Boston area high
school seniors who have selected to enroll in the BFIT "Early Access to College" program. With ten
returning second year students, the BFIT Opticianry program is fast approaching having thirty students
on campus.
The unique program has attracted both high school graduates, as well as adult learners. Almost 50% of
the students enrolled in the first three years have been students with advanced degrees of a Bachelor or
higher. The modern optical shop and state-of-the-art finishing lab have become one of the premier showcase classrooms for visitors and guests touring the facilities.
The Opticianry program is extremely grateful to the OAM and its corporate sponsors and members for
their many wonderful contributions of mentorship, time, support and equipment. It has been because of
the great support from the OAM members that has made the Opticianry program at BFIT so unique and
promising.

BFIT Forms "Optical Department" To Include Opticianry and Ophthalmic Assistant.
Since August 2009, BFIT has been working with members of the MA Board of Eye Physicians and Surgeons to design a curriculum proposal for an Ophthalmic Assistant program. The one-year certificate
program was approved over the summer and was initiated beginning this fall semester. The program,
which prepares students for an entry-level position as an ophthalmic assistant to an ophthalmic medical
office, combines both didactic and clinical coursework. All of the didactic classes are taught at BFIT,
and all of the clinical courses are presented at Ophthalmic Consultants of Boston.
The eight member faculty, chaired by Blair Wong, are a cross representation of MA ophthalmic professionals from distinguished practices such as Tufts New England Medical, Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary and Ophthalmic Consultants of Boston. The initial class has enrolled eight students who will
complete all of their academic course work by May 2011 and graduate with a one-year certificate in
Ophthalmic Assistant. The curriculum also includes a minimum twenty-hour "observation" externship,
as well as a minimum sixty-hour "working" externship in order to complete the program.

The Ocular ti(zritag£ §oei£tg to Hold Their ffanual Mating in goston in flpril 2011
The Ocular Heritage Society is composed of members who appreciate,
conserve and collect items relating to the ophthalmic sciences. Many are
accomplished historians specializing in such topics as spectacles, quackery,
instrumentation and the personalities of the ophthalmic sciences. Annual
meetings serve as opportunities for members to present recent research,
tour venues of common interest, socialize, and hold swap meets of items
relating to our ophthalmic heritage. Next year, the meeting will be in the Boston area, and hosted by
Dr. David Fleishman of www.antiquespectacles.com. Please browse through their site at
www.ocularheritagesociety.com if interested in becoming a member or would like more information.
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Massachusetts Optician Now Travels the World
We recently ran into former OAM board director Keith Cross at Vision
Expo East. It had been awhile since he was last seen, and he is now working
as a Senior Director of Rx Technologies for Younger Optics. Here is an
excerpt of our conversation with him:
What are your responsibilities as Senior Director of Rx Technologies?
My main responsibilities are:
*Validate new products & technology through Research & Development
Work with our Rx lab customers - wherever they are - to be sure they can
accurately process our lenses and technology
*Support our global sales staff with technical information, Rx processing
guidelines and customer support.

Keith M. Cross, R.D.O.
Sr. Director, Rx Technologies
Younger Optics

I also sit on the VGA lens technical committee & mass lens manufacturer committee. In addition to those
responsibilities I work to ensure that the customers using our products are listened to when they have ideas
or suggestions - we strive to be the easiest company to do business with - by working with our Rx lab
customers and actually taking the time to listen them whether they have an issue processing our lenses or
have a suggestion as to a better method - we want to partner with our customer for success not just be a
vendor. I do several speaking engagements on behalf of our customers either to ECP' s or their Rx lab
staff, I write articles for trade journals as well as being utilized as an editorial resource. I also travel to
several trade shows a year to not just meet our customers and ECP's but to listen to them to better understand their wants and needs.
How many people report to you and where do you travel to on business?
My role requires a lot of interaction with our team in all areas of our business and across the world as well
as a fair amount of travel - we have our world headquarters in Torrance, CA, our manufacturing is done in
Mexico and we have distribution offices in Prague - Czech Republic, Adelaide - Australia, as well a sales
team that covers all of North & South America - including Latin America and the Caribbean, all of
Europe, the Middle East, Australia, Asia and South Africa and just about everywhere in between. I support the sales team and our customers - so I often find myself in some pretty cool places. In 2009 I traveled well over 200,000 air miles!
The volcano earlier this year delayed me during my last European trip for an extra 5 days in Frankfurt
Germany. I had just come from Spain & Switzerland and was supposed to only be spending 2 days in Germany but again due to the Icelandic volcano that turned into 7 days. When you travel a lot you get used to
the unexpected and learn quickly to adapt, overcome and enjoy! I've been stuck in a lot worse places...so
it wasn't too bad.
What's new at Younger?
A lot! Working in Research & Development I can't say exactly what we are doing but I can tell you that it
is all very exciting and coming from a "former Dispenser" I know I would love to have the new lenses,
treatments and technologies we are working on to offer to customers.
What do you like about your job?
Everything! I love my job-I wake up every day and pinch myself just to be sure I am not dreaming. I
work with an incredibly talented team and for a company that truly cares about what we are doing and the
products and services we are bringing to the industry. I get to be involved in some of the latest technological advances in lenses and treatments in our industry. I get to test these ideas and products and be part of
the development process - it really is exciting.
What don't you like about your job?
I'll have to get back to you on that as right now, I can't think of anything...
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What do you like to do when you're home in Holden?
When I'm home -1 usually start off with a tour of my house so I don't think I am in a hotel room - Just
kidding - Actually when I'm home it's pretty busy. I maintain a home office so I do get to work from
home on occasion. I recently finished Graduate School (University of Notre Dame - Go Irish!) so I am
actually enjoying being home now when I am - but the most fun is taking care of my triplets - Erin,
Colin & Quinn! They are 18 months old and they keep my wife and I pretty busy!! So when I'm home,
I really just try to enjoy being home with my wife & kids.
How did you get interested in optics? What other jobs did you have?
I was in college and needed a job - like most students - and was with my girlfriend (now my wife) going to pick up her contact lenses - the Optician had a help wanted sign in the window -1 asked - and got
a job learning how to tint, as well as clean and do some other odd jobs. I started to ask a lot of questions,
got interested - then decided to study to become an Optician - the rest is history!
Before I got involved in Optics -1 served in the US Air Force - then came back to Worcester where I
worked as anEMT (greatjob for a student-work when you can, nights & weekends etc...loads of
adrenaline rushes to help keep you going, as well as the ultimate job satisfaction when you really help
someone in need!) while going to college and also while studying to become an Optician. Once I became an Optician, I did dispensing for a few years before I went to work at Northeast Lens Corporation
and really got involved in the optics of lenses. I was there for almost 11 years before I joined Younger
Optics in my current position.
What are your predictions for the future of optics?
Technology - Technology - Technology! I believe that ECP's are going to start to have more tools at
their disposal than ever before. It is going to be much easier for an ECP to "custom design" a pair of
glasses for the customer than ever before - they are going to have far more choices than they have ever
had, and I really think that the technology to be able to deliver these lenses & options to the ECP in a
timely manner is finally coming to the industry. Rx labs are catching up with technology and being able
to offer complex designs and options to the ECP in a very fast tune-frame. The more this happens - the
easier it is for lens companies, like Younger Optics, to bring more options to the market knowing that
these options will actually make it to the ECP and eventually the consumer.

MetroWest Free Medical Program Vision Program
110 Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01772
Could you volunteer 2-1/2 hours one evening a month in a vision program for uninsured or underinsured low income folks located in Framingham?
The Vision Program, a component of the Metrowest Free Medical Program, began in November 2008.
They offer patients comprehensive eye exams in a dedicated equipped exam room, referrals to volunteer
ophthalmologists, free prescription and nonprescription meds, and low cost eyeglasses. They are a volunteer organization funded entirely by grants and individual donations. The site is provided rent-free by
First Parish Framingham. They have an outstanding dedicated team of volunteer optometrists and ophthalmologists. Interpreters assist Spanish and Portuguese-speaking patients.
There is a desperately need for opticians. Your help would be so appreciated.
The program is currently open the first Monday of the month and Thursdays from 6:00 to 8:30 p.m. We
hope you will consider donating your time, skills and expertise and become part of our vision team.
Please contact Eva Benda at 508-872-7125 or email at evabenda@verizon.net for more information.
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Making a Difference, One Frame at a Time
This is the story about a mother of invention. Maria Dellapina, an optician in Ohio
since 1976, had a two year old daughter Erin with Down Syndrome who needed
glasses. With all her experience in dispensing, lab work, and even Vision Therapy,
Maria expected to call on all her frame reps and find the perfect frame for Erin.
She soon found out that the usual children's frames slipped down on the tiny
bridge of Erin's nose and did not fit well. Since Maria could envision the changes
that would make a frame fit better, she began to investigate the process of making
the perfect frame.
It was in the early days of the internet that Maria started learning how to find a company that would make the
frame she envisioned. A frame company in the US made her first prototype, but it was difficult to come up with the
money needed for production, and Maria was not satisfied with the quality of the sample. As she continued her
search, she reached out to both large and small frame companies, but was turned down because they didn't understand the importance of the frame modifications for children with Down Syndrome.
Things got more difficult for Maria - a divorce, Erin getting sick, and taking care of her
family. She was working part time for a doctor when Erin needed surgery and extended
hospitalization. Maria lost her job for asking for time off to be in the hospital with Erin,
which Maria took as a sign to start looking again for a frame manufacturer. She sent off
drawings of her frame designs and each time, they would come back redesigned as a typical frame.
A friend of Maria's urged her to get her frame line going so she could work from home
and be with Erin and her three other children, and offered her the start up money to get her
first order produced. Maria found a company in South Korea, though initially her drawings
came back redesigned as a standard frame. Unwilling to give up, she sent them back and
requested they be looked at again.
The next day, Mr. Song from South Korea called to tell Maria that he
understood how the frame design would fit better than a traditional
children's frame and offered to do whatever was needed to manufacture them. With Mr. Song's help, the first set of frames arrived in the
US in June of 2008, in time for Erin's 9th birthday. Four weeks later,
Maria went to her first National Down Syndrome Congress Convention
with just four frame models which were an instant hit. A seven page
wish list of parents wanting larger size frames evolved into the Erin's
World frame collection which currently has 10 models in sizes 32 - 52,
in a array of colors. The frames fit wider through the front because of extended endpieces, and the temples are
shorter and are designed to be easily shortened more. The bridge, made of memory metal, attaches to the eyewires
in a lower position which helps keep the lenses in front of the eyes rather than sliding down the nose. Because the
frame fits better on the face, there is very little decentration and the lenses looks much nicer.
Maria was honored with the President's Award at this year's National Down Syndrome Congress Conference in
Orlando, for improving lives through the development of specialized eyeglasses for individuals with Down Syndrome. She has been asked to speak in New Zealand and Nigeria, and has been working with the Special Olympics
vision program. Maria's company, Specs4Us has been featured in Vision Care Product News, and frame and ordering information are available on the website www.specs4us.com.
Maria's mission is simple: to help children all over, one frame at a time.
She loves her job and seeing the looks on parent's faces when they see
what a difference a well fitting frame can make in their children's lives.
Older children who gave up wearing glasses because of a poor fit are
finding excellent results with these frames. It took four years and not
giving up to start a company which helps children all over the world.
For more information on Erin's World frames, visit www.specs4us.com.
Thanks to Maria for sharing her incredible story of being a true Mother
of (Optical) Invention!

Inspired By Thomas Little
By Blair Wong
As a teacher at NECO (New England College of Optometry), I
am often approached after class by my students with questions
regarding my lecture. On occasion, as was the case this time
five years ago, students like Tom Little will take the opportunity to formally introduce themselves and share personal experiences.
Tom, an optometric student in his early 50' s; was already an
accomplished optician. His father was an ophthalmologist
in New York. Tom enjoyed my class immensely and was eager
to share his wealth of knowledge and experience of optics with
me. He had spent 30 years dispensing prescription eyewear to
the most remote populations around the world as part of a humanitarian effort to provide eye care to the world's most vision
needy people.

Libby and Tom Little

Sometimes in life we are fortunate enough to have a chance meeting with someone who you immediately recognize as being a truly remarkable person, one who has achieved extraordinary feats in life that others would think to be unfathomable.
As I spoke more and more with him, I realized that Thomas Little was such a person.
The majority of Tom's professional life as an optician-optometrist-medical doctor was spent venturing into the most rural
and isolated villages of Afghanistan. His team would travel into some of the most remote regions of the country accessible
by jeep, by horseback, or in most cases, only by foot.
Tom and his wife Libby were totally devoted to their outreach work in Afghanistan. The Littles had been high school sweethearts. They began outreach work after college, and were sent to Kabul, ministering to travelers coming and going from
India and other eastern areas at a Christian hostel. Eventually Afghanistan became their calling and Tom became involved
with the National Organization of Ophthalmic Rehabilitation (NOOR) Eye Project.
They raised three daughters, Molly, Nelly and Kattie, who grew up in Kabul and for parts of high school attended a boarding school in India. Kattie is a doctor in Texas. Nelly worked in Afghanistan for a nongovernmental organization overseeing
the 2005 elections, and Molly works for the United Nations, most recently in Iraq.
Tom often joked with me about how, at such an "advanced" age for being an optometry student, he had better take the accelerated route so he could get back to his outreach program in Afghanistan. He spoke of the great need for cataract care for
the villagers who suffer from the onset of premature cataracts due to the high altitudes of the mountainous and barren terrain. Tom, a project leader for NOOR, would routinely lead teams of eye care medical professionals through the mountains
in order to deliver much appreciated care.
I was extremely saddened to learn that on August 7lh, Tom and his NOOR team members — doctors, nurses and logistics
personnel, three of whom were women — were attacked and murdered as they were returning to Kabul after their two-week
mission in the remote Parun valley of Nuristan province about 160 miles north of Kabul. They had decided to veer northward into Badakhshan province because they thought that would be the safest route back to Kabul.
They were unarmed.
Tom spoke with me many times about the many dangers concerning his missionary work, however, it was obvious to me
during our conversations just how much his passion for helping those in need greatly outweighed any, and all, of his fears
for the safety and well being of his own life.
Tom and I, and each and all of my colleagues, share similar optical skills and knowledge. Tom dedicated his life to making
the most violent and most remote places in the world a better place for people desperately in need of eye care. His courage
and heroism is unfathomable, and perhaps in some small way, we can all be reminded of how we too, as talented and skilled
and as knowledgeable in eye care as he, can look around our "world", see a need, and make a difference.
I offer my condolences to Tom's wife, children and family, and also to the families of his team members.
I will be forever inspired by Thomas Little.

Associated Press and New York Times News Service contributed to this report.
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lational Healthcare Bill Updat

What does the Health Care Act mean for small business....
more specifically,
independent optical shops?
Tax Credit: When and the Run Down...
Small Businesses qualify for a tax credit if they have 25 or fewer employees with an average wage
$50,000 or less...it's a sliding scale.
They don't qualify for the tax credit if they have more than 25 employees. Also, any employee
who earns more than $80,000/year will be excluded from your credit.
Both small for-profit businesses and small not-for-profit organizations are eligible.
Here's an Example:
Example 1: Main Street Optical
Optical Shop with 10 Employees
Wages: $250,000 total, or $25,000 per worker
Employee Health Care Costs: $70,000
2010 Tax Credit: $24,500 (35% credit)
2014 Tax Credit: $35,000 (50% credit)
Confused yet? Well here is a link to a website that has a tax credit calculator for small business
owners, simply put in the number of employees, annual wages for all employees and annual employer premium contribution
http://smallbusinessmajority.org/tax-credit-calculator/
No-Coverage Penalties....
The bill requires small-business employers with more than 50 full-time employees (or 100 part
time) to offer health insurance coverage to all full-time employees. Under the bill, you're considered a full-time employee if you work 30 hours per week, on average. Small businesses must offer
full-time employees health-care coverage by 2014 or pay a $2,000 penalty per employee.
NOTE: Businesses with less than 50 employees do not incur non-coverage penalties. Meaning the
majority of independent optical shops will not be affected.
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SHOP Program....
Effective: Jan. 1, 2014 - The law creates the state-based American Health Benefit Exchanges and Small
Business Health Options Program (SHOP) exchanges, which are marketplaces where individuals and
small businesses with up to 100 employees can purchase coverage. The law creates four benefit categories of plans plus a separate catastrophic plan. Health insurance plans participating in the exchange must
meet certain requirements in marketing, customer service, provider networks and transparency. States
have option to create a basic health plan for uninsured individuals with incomes between 133 and 200
percent of the federal poverty level. (The federal poverty level for individuals in 2009 is $ 10,830, and
for a family of three is $18,310.) Businesses with more than 100 employees can begin purchasing coverage in the SHOP exchange in 2017.
NOTE: the shop exchanges are state specific and will have some variance state to state.
FROM THE EDITOR: The 2700 page bill is massive, complicated and intentionally vague at times,
and until regulatory interpretations and court challenges have been established the many things we
thought we knew about this bill may change...! will try to keep up to date on any major occurrences that
could affect opticians....questions or comments welcome.
Kristopher R. Pickford
OAA Legislative Consultant

Helpful Tips for Pursuing Legislation
1) Legislation is the art of the compromise. Learn the difference between a good
fight and a lost cause, in order to avoid wasting valuable political capital.
2) Learn who your key legislators and sponsors are. Learn the legislative cycles and calendars - to use a
sports metaphor: poor time management can cause the clock to run out on you. This is a factor even with
good time management.
3) Learn the legislative process from beginning to end. Determine if possible, what committees your bill
(legislation) will go through. Political support is always desirable to a legislator however; financial support should be approached with deliberation.
4) Support of a bill in the form of letters, phone calls, and emails is absolutely critical for a bill's chance
to be passed. Typically, 20 or more calls on a bill is seismic shift on the legislative landscape. If you
don't want to work for your bill, what message does that send to your sponsoring legislator?
5) Use professional help in the form of a dedicated lobbyist and/or regulatory attorney. Passing legislation is a hardball affair. It cannot be approached with the attitude of conducting a Saturday morning garage sale.
6) Make every effort to determine who the opposition is and what they are capable of doing to derail
your bill. In other words, you need to know who has a dog in the fight!
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Vision 5K—an Opportunity for Opticians
Dan Sullivan

On June 20, 2010,1 had a wonderful experience that I'd like to share, and a proposal to discuss with all
MA opticians. In searching for an event that my local Lions Club could participate in to raise awareness of
the importance of supporting visually impaired individuals, I came upon this website: www.vision5K.org.
This special race/walk, the 'Vision 5K', was being held in Newton and the following is from their website:
"Founded in 2001, the Vision 5K is a unique annual event for runners and walkers of all abilities. To date,
the event has generated more than a million dollars to fund programs at four local organizations that
serve the blind and visually impaired: Carroll Center for the Blind, MAB Community Services, National
Braille Press, and Perkins School for the Blind.
The Vision 5K has one guiding purpose: to give men, women, and children with visual impairment a
chance to compete. Not just in a road race once a year, but everyday in life. The Vision 5K raises funds
and awareness so that our sponsor organizations can work to level the playing field. Our mission, in a
word, is independence.
The Vision 5K raises awareness about the capabilities of blind people and raises funds to give the blind
and visually impaired the power to transform their lives. Your support provides critical services that these
organizations offer every day to adults and children with visual impairment."
I thought that not only was this something the Lions Club could support, but as an optician, I felt this
would be an event that I would love to personally participate in because of its advocacy for a cause that is
so near to us and to our profession.
Next was a call to one of my best friends, Blair Wong. Blair, as always, listened patiently as I expressed
my enthusiasm for this event and my desire to have him join me for a 5K (3.1 miles) walk. We have done
a 5K walk/run before, but not this particular one, and he had heard of it from some of his students who
were involved in volunteering at the event. Not only did Blair decide to join me, but he went to the website
and set up a personal fundraising goal which he achieved prior to the race.
Blair's son Evan joined us for the Vision 5K and we drove to Boston College where the race began. It was
so well organized, and for those who may have never participated in a run/walk, there is an excitement that
is difficult to describe. This energy exists not only on a personal level but throughout the crowd assembled
to raise funds and awareness for this cause. It was inspirational to see the number of visually impaired participants of all ages. There was an underlying feeling that unified everyone there, and with music playing
loudly through the sound system, we all stood mingling and sharing while we were waiting for the start.
Imagine walking or running down the middle of Commonwealth Ave on a Sunday morning. The city
looks different from that perspective and yet many of the participants experienced it through sounds only
and some even elected to run blindfolded, tethered to a sighted runner. "The Vision 5Kfeatures the Blindfold Challenge, where participants don a blindfold and team up with a sighted guide. The goal - in addition to having fun - is to appreciate that fear is the only disability, and that with the proper tools and assistance, the blind and visually impaired can be just as successful in all facets of life as their sighted
peers." (These individuals needed to raise $1500 to run blindfolded). Most were sighted runners/walkers
that had signed up for this event for the $28 registration and many also raised additional funds that are
used to support the four main organizations.
Here I was thinking it would be a nice relaxing morning walking with Blair yet he wants to sprint every
chance he gets. Since Blair had generously offered to hold my car keys for me, my only option was to do
my best to keep up with him!
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The enthusiasm and support of the participants led Blair and I to discuss a proposal for all opticians.
OAM is going to form a team for the 2011 Vision 5K and hope to get most of you to join us next year at
this wonderful walk/race. The majority of participants were walkers, so don't be concerned about being
in running shape. This will provide a great opportunity for our profession to get together in a social environment to support a cause that we can all relate to.
More information will follow, and I can't encourage you enough to join us. We will have our own various prizes, possibly have T-shirts for all team members, and get a group photo for our website. I can assure you that you will leave the event inspired by your own contributions towards providing better care
for the visually impaired and your desire to stay involved.

Back in Town
OAM members who remember the MARDO name may also remember Paul Alony
who served on the MARDO board of directors and as president in the 1970's .
Paul's family came to Worcester from Israel when he was 16, and his father
opened an optical store downtown. Paul attended optical school in Buffalo, NY in
order to become a licensed optician and work with his father. Paul ran the Worces- ^
ter store, bought a store in the Auburn Mall, and four stores in the Springfield area. «
Paul left the Worcester area in the late 1970's to return to Israel and worked for a
short time in what had been his father's old optical store there. Paul started a whole- > °
; J»
sale optical company which at first represented Galilee Optics (an Israeli frame
manufacturer) and Universal Optical. As the business grew over the years, it became the representative
in Israel for Zeiss lenses, and for frames by Charmant and many other frame companies. Paul's company
represented Briot and other machinery companies, along with instrument companies such as Nikon.
They basically had everything in eyes from frames and lenses up to lasers and operating microscopes,
and employed over 45 people and had a sales volume of over 6 million dollars a year before it was sold.
Paul returned to Massachusetts in 2008 with his wife Kathy and is currently working at Fallon Clinic in
Worcester, a position he enjoys. He returns to Israel on occasion where he keeps an apartment.
Welcome back Paul!

New BFIT Grad makes the list of the Next Generation of Optical Leaders
The July 19th edition of Vision Monday spotlighted the most influential women in
the optical industry, and opticianary students were included as the next generation of
leaders. Quyen Nguyen, recent graduate of the Ben Franklin Institute of Technology
in Boston was part of that list! Quyen graduated with a Bachelors degree from Holy
Cross in 2006 and then completed a year of accelerated one year program at BFIT.
She was the recipient of the OAM George Bourque Scholarship last Fall. She wiil
obtain her license upon completing her state practical exam this September.

Congratulations Quyen!
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The 12th Annual OAM Golf Tournament
was another great fundraising success for
scholarship and education grant money.
70 golfers came out on a cool, overcast day to
have some fun. Thanks to Denise Cook and
her teammates Michael Tanzi, Dibby Bartlett,
Denise Brady and all the other volunteers who
helped out that day. Thanks to the companies
who sponsored a hole, and a special thanks to
Hoya for sponsoring the Hole in One Contest
for a second year. Most of all, THANKS to all
the golfers who played.
First Place! Denise congratulates Mike Chase, Jon Goldberg & John Mirabile

Hope to see you all again in 2011!

Sunday, September 12, 2010
1:00 PM Shotgun Start
GarySevery
Scott Kennedy
Anthony Regomm
3A ._] feter Sherhertes
;3B
Joe McDonough
Denise Brady
5A
John Mirabile
•SB _ Mark Taylor
,6A
RickTinson
|6B
Mike Arroyo
i-?A._ J°^n- Failia
7B
Nick Masi
8A
Patty Weinberg
8B
George Bourque
9
Larry Enright
10A Kim Troy
10B Rich White
11
Steve Lupo

Marty Mosbrucker
Brian Brayeman
Jennifer Puffer
Mike Player
Ron Love
Mike Grenier
Jon Goldberg
Dick Murphy
Shelia Gibbs
Dan Shae
:Fuzzy Faila
Tony Mas i
Chris Lake
Kevin Swaluk
Kevin Braney
Liz Sullivan
John Walsh
DickCrute

Clarence Richard
Mike Tanzi
Jeffrey Puffer
Bob Christenson
John Jeffrey
Oscar Prichard
Mike Case
Pam Tierncy
Deny! Gibbs
George Arrovo
Dave Matulis
Richard Allison
Ara Barsamian
Wally Gagne
Chris Braney
Dennis McCafferty
Dave Capelle
Tim Buckely

Tim McGee
Mat Hamilton
Chris Kowalczyk
Peter Nason
DaveDetavi
John Re
Ron Bmanuelson
Brian Goh
Mark Diresinski
John Narkievvicz
Tom Bigelow
Jon Anderson
Pau! Drew
Dick Knight
MikeMandella
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Mike Player, Closest to the Pin Winner,
with tournament organizer Denise Cook
Brian Goh, Rick Tinson and Pam Tierney of Hoya sponsored the
Hole in One Contest

Thanks to the following companies for their support:
Accu Rx
Buxton by Eye Q Eyewear
Carl Zeiss Vision
Clear Vision Optical
Concord Optical
Cunningham Lens
ELOA/Crown Optical
Essilor Varilux Brands
Europa Eyewear
Harvard Vanguard Medical
Hilco
Hoya Vision Care
Liberty Sport
Luxottica
Marchon
McLeod Optical
Perferx Optical
Red Paris
REM Eyewear
Safilo
Seaport Eyewear
Tura
Villavecchia Buying Group
Vision Ease/Coppertone
Visual Eyes Inc.
Wiley X
Younger Optics

Blair Wong, Kristin Morrissey, Ned and Mary Morse

Raffle Tickets anyone? Kristin Morrissey, Dibby Bartlett,
Gracanne Bochter and Fran Lynch
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JOIN US on Sunday, Nov 7th for the CAM Fall Education Meeting
And see the Southbridge Optical Heritage Museum Exhibit,
at the Southbridge Hotel & Conference Center
(Located at the former American Optical Company)
Meet friends! See the latest products! Earn 6 credits- your choice of ABO & NCLE
Register online at www.opticiansma.org

T

Come and
See Us

HE town of Souchbridsje is the most
widely known Optical center in the
world. As the "Home of the American
Company," it has witnessed the birth and
growth of American Spectacle Optics.
You will find a wealth of interesting
things here for you.
From practically nothing in iSij to a
world-wide annual business of many millions
of dollars, the enormous industry of the
American Optical Company has been developing steadily for over three-quarters of a
century.
The working force of 35 in 183} has now
grown to over jjoo. The huge "Wellsworth" factories have a floor space of over
;8 acres. They are worth traveling far to see.
If you come by road, you'll find touring
through this part of New England is ideal.—
you are sure to enjoy your trip in every way.
Come and see us' The latch string is
always out, A welcome you'll always find
here.
Come this year. A booklet of instructions for "over the road" or "by rail,'
be sent on request.

Announcement from the 1916 American Optical monthly magazine

